Meeting minutes, 23 June 2017
Meeting held at the AES International Conference on Semantic Audio
Attendees: Matteo Torcoli, Christian Uhle, Stylianos Mimilakis, Karlheinz Brandenburg, Jouni
Paulus, Meinard Mueller, Christian Dittmar, Sebastian Ewert, Gerhard Schuller
chair: Christian Uhle
1. Welcome and introduction of participants
2. Introduction of TC SAA and its activities:
* Main aim of the TC is to organize smaller (e.g., tutorials/workshops at conventions) or bigger
(International Conference) events.
** Tutorials can be "educational" presentations and/or overview about an on-going activities.
** Workshops are more discussions among panelists and with the audience where everybody
tells something about the topic.
3. Workshop on DNN
* we suggested to organize a tutorial and/ or workshop on deep learning and its application for
AES Milano
** this has been easier discussed with Stylianos, Christian, Bryan
** Stylianos and Sebastian offer to organize this
4. Tutorial Phase Reconstruction
Christian Dittmar gave a tutorial on “Phase Reconstruction from Magnitude Spectrograms”. This
was a very nice and informative presentation, and it would be appropriate to give this tutorial at
AES Conventions.
Christian agreed to do this at the next European Convention.
5. Data challenges and evaluation campaigns
* Data challenge, can this be a future activity for the TC? (Sebastian)
** Get in touch with the SiSEC group
** Maybe start with organizing a workshop on data challenges?
6. Next AES Conference on Semantic Audio
* Where? Ideally, the next Semantic Audio conference will take place in the US (after 3 European
conferences)
* When? Until now Semantic Audio conferences are held every 2,5 or 3,5 years. This also
depends on the conference schedule of the AES. It is beneficial o start early with the planning.
* We ask TC members in the US
* Alternatively in Barcelona?
7. Other Workshops
* George Fazekas is organising a workshop for the NY Convention on navigating live music
archives.
* Christian proposed to discuss proposals for workshops/tutorials first at either TC meetings or
on the mailing list before submitting the proposal.
This allows other TC members to participate and strengthens our TC as a community.
So let’s do that.

